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1. Introduction. In the study of approximate methods for solving ordinary 
differential equations, an interesting question arises. To state it roughly for a 
single first order expression, let yQ(t) be the solution of the equation 

(l . i) f(t,y,y) = 0 

which satisfies the initial condition y (a) = rja. Let rjb be an approximation 
to the value of yQ at a later time, / = b. Unless this approximation is exact, 
there is no continuous function which satisfies (1.1), together with the two 
boundary conditions 

(1.2) y (a) = Va, y(b) = Vb. 

The question is whether there exists a continuous function satisfying (1.2), 
for which the maximum absolute value of / ( / , y, y) on the interval [a, b] is 
minimized; and if so, how to find it. 

Stated for higher order and multiple-component systems, this problem 
should find application in engineering and some branches of ''operations 
analysis." For example, in a dynamical system being driven between two 
preassigned points in phase-space, it may be of interest to minimize the peak 
value of a stress which is expressible, through accelerations or friction, as the 
absolute value of a differential form. 

A moment's reflection provides some insight into the nature of the solution. 
If there is a solution y*(t), then f(t, y*, y*) must be constant in absolute 
value, so that |/| is everywhere equal to its supremum. Otherwise it would be 
possible to decrease |/f near its maxima at the expense of increases elsewhere. 
This does not mean t h a t / itself need be constant. In fact, it turns out that the 
value of / at the solution will generally have a number of discontinuities of 
sign, especially for higher order expressions. 

For the first order system (1.1), (1.2), this situation is illustrated by the 
following rough variational argument. Let y(t) satisfy (1.2), and let the partial 
derivative fy (t, y, y) be constant in sign throughout [a, b]. The first variation 
of/ corresponding to a variation by is 

Sf = f„5y+f>5y. 
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Solving for by, and using the fact that by = 0 at / = a, b, we have 

£ds[ôf(s)/f,(s)] expj J°drfv(r)/f,(r)] = 0, 

which is a necessary and sufficient condition for the admissibility of bf. Since 
neither /$ nor the exponential factor changes sign, this requires little more 
than that bf shall change sign. Unless / is constant throughout [a, b] it is easy 
to construct an admissible bf differing in sign everywhere from / , so 
s u P l / + 5/| < supl/l. Conversely, if / is everywhere constant, then bf must 
agree in sign wi th / on part of the interval; and sup|/ + bf\ > sup|/| for every 
non-vanishing by. That is to say, sup|/| has at least a local minimum at y = y* 
if and only if 3;* satisfies (1.2) and 

/ ( / , 3,*, 3,*) = c 

for some constant c. Allowing for variation of c, this equation has a two-fold 
infinity of solutions; and in the simplest cases this is just enough to yield a 
unique solution satisfying (1.2). 

The assumption that/* be constant in sign may be relaxed simply by taking 

fit, y*, y*) = +c, 

where the sign agrees with that of/*. 
The object of this paper is to present a complete theory for linear systems 

alone, of which the chief results are contained in Theorem 1, §5, and Theorem 2, 
§6. Detailed consideration of non-linear cases is left for later publication. 
Meanwhile, rough extensions of the present theory by variational arguments 
(i.e., linearization near the solution) will undoubtedly yield correct results 
for most applications. 

2. Formulation of the first order problem. All functions encountered 
are real, single-valued, and defined on a closed, bounded interval / = [a, b]. 

By a "vector" we mean an ordered n-tup\e of functions, / = (/*), for some 
fixed n. Similarly, a ' 'matrix" is an nxn square matrix of functions. A vector 
or matrix is said to be continuous, or summable, etc., if and only if each of its 
components has that property. For matrix operations, vectors are regarded 
as rows or columns according to context. 

Two spaces are fundamental to the discussion. The trial solutions y(f) are 
taken from the space Y of absolutely continuous vectors; the values of the 
differential expressions lie in the space M of measurable vectors. Elements 
of M are regarded as equivalent, written / ~ g, when they are equal almost 
everywhere. 

For all vectors we define the "vector absolute value" 

(2.1) l/l = \{f)\ = (1/1), 
and for elements of M we have the "maximum-norm" 
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(2.2) 11/11 = sup {ess. sup.|/*| \i = 1, . . . , w), 

where the essential supremum of each component is taken over / . 
Given an ordered w-tuple J = {J1) of subsets of / , the vector whose com

ponents are the characterist ic functions of the corresponding sets J1 is called 
the characterist ic vector of / . 

T o define the problem we are given 
(a) a first order differential operator 

(2.3) \iy = A[y.+ By + c] 

which serves to map Y into M. A is an almost everywhere finite and non-
singular matr ix, wrhose inverse A~l, together with the matr ix B and vector c, 
are Lebesgue summable. 

(b) an ordered w-tuple / of measurable subsets of / , a t least one of whose 
components has positive measure. T h e components of %y will be free to vary 
on the corresponding component sets J\ bu t must vanish almost everywhere 
on the complements I — J1. 

(c) a pair of initial conditions for vectors y Ç F, one for each endpoint of / : 

(2.4) y (a) = „„, y(b) = „„. 

Let F C M be the space of equivalence classes of essentially bounded 
vec to r s / , whose components /* vanish almost everywhere on the corresponding 
sets I — J\ Let X C Y be the set of all absolutely continuous vectors x 
which satisfy the initial conditions (2.4), and such t ha t Six Ç F. Then a vector 
Xo is said to be a solution of the min imum-maximum problem if and only if 
Xo c X and 
(2.5) ||x„|| = inf{| |x | | \x 6 4 

It is impor tan t to notice t ha t a given problem may be inconsistent, in the 
sense tha t the set X is empty . (For example, n > 1, %y = y. J1 is nul, and 
7]]

n T
6 ylt). Here x1 ^ 0 for x Ç X, which contradicts the requirement t ha t 

xl(a) 7e xl(b).) However, we will find tha t every consistent problem has a 
solution. 

3 . T h e se t G = ^X. Although the solutions are defined in terms of X, 
it is more convenient to work with the image G of X under S. This is possible 
because of 

LEMMA 1. The sets X and G are in 1: 1 correspondence, for ^ has a unique 
inverse on G. 

T h e proof consists of the observation t h a t for every / £ F the differential 
equation 8;y ^ / has a unique solution satisfying either of the two initial 
conditions (2.4).1 

^ h e properties of solutions of all the differential equations considered in this section are 
essentially the same as if the coefficients were continuous. They may be derived by a slight 
extension of the standard methods ( 1 ; 2, chap. IX). 
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In view of this correspondence, the solutions may be defined in terms of G: 
go is a solution if and only if g0 £ G and 

Hgoll = inf{||g|||g 6 G | . 

The remainder of this section is devoted to a derivation of the necessary 
and sufficient conditions stated in Lemma 2 for an element of F to belong to 
G. First we will find expressions for the two inverses of 8 corresponding to the 
two initial conditions at a and b. The required conditions follow from the fact 
that these inverses are equal on G. 

Let W be the space of solutions of the homogeneous equation 

y + By ~ 0, 

and let Z be the space of solutions of the adjoint equation 

y _ yfi r^ 0. 

W and Z are both w-dimensional subspaces of F. For every pair w £ W and 
z £ Z the "scalar product" 

n 

zw = ]T z\t)w\t) 
i = i 

is constant, independent of /. 
If n vectors {^} form a basis for W, they may be combined into a matrix 

E which is everywhere non-singular. The matrix 

K(t,s) = E{t) E~l(s) 

is independent of the choice of basis, and plays the role of "translation 
operator" in W and Z: 

(3.1) w{t) = K(t, s) w(s), z(s) = z{i) K{t, s). 

For every/ G F, the pair ya, yb of solutions of 

2y ~f 

which satisfy the initial conditions (2.4) at a and b, respectively, are given by 

K(t, s)[A-\s)f(s) - c(s)] ds, a = a,b, 

where wa(t) is the element of W which is equal to t]a at / = a: 

(3.2b) wa(t) = K(t,a) r)a-

Now ya — yb if and only if/ Ç G, so we have, with the help of (3.1): 

LEMMA 2. g G G if and only if g Ç F and 

(3.3)2 u(t) = fK(t, s) A~l(s) g(s) ds 

in tegra ls written without limits mean integrals from a to b, 
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where u is an element of W which is determined by the vector c and the initial 
values y]a and r]b: 

(3.4) u{t) = wb(t) - wa{t) + fK(t, s) c(s) ds. 

Moreover, (3.3) is equivalent to the condition 

(3.5) zu = Jf (s) g(s) ds for every z f Z 

where, for each z £ Z, the vector f is defined by 

(3.6) f = zA~\ 

4. The function \x{z). Our plan is to reduce the problem so that its 
solution amounts to maximizing a function on the n-dimensional space Z, 
rather than minimizing a function on the infinite-dimensional space F. This 
reduction depends on the following inequality, which is a direct consequence 
of (3.5) and the definition of F. 

Let j be the characteristic vector of / . Then for every pair z Ç Z and 
g ec 
(4.i) M<l|g||jïr|j<fc-

Now consider the set 

(4.2) V = [z\z e Z a n d / l r l j d s = 0 | , 

which is clearly a linear subspace of Z. When its dimension is less than n, 
the function 
(4.3) /x(s) = *«/Jïr|./<fc 

is defined on the complement CV oi V in Z, and satisfies the inequality 

(4.4) sup!|M(2)]|2 e CV] < in f{ | |g | | | g € G}. 

We will see that equality actually holds, as long as /x is bounded. 
Some useful properties of /JL(Z) are contained in the proof of 

LEMMA 3. When V ^ Z, fx(z) is bounded on CV if and only if 

(4.5) zu — 0, for every z G V. 

And if IUL is bounded, then |/x| attains its supremum on CV. 

Proof. Choose components with respect to an arbitrary basis as coordinates 
in Z, so that Z becomes homeomorphic to Euclidean w-space. Then both 
numerator and denominator in the expression (4.3) are clearly continuous on 
Z. If fi(z) is bounded on CV, then since V forms the boundary of CV, the 
numerator must vanish with the denominator as z —» V, and (4.5) must be 
true. 

Conversely, let (4.5) be satisfied. Let U be any linear subspace of Z com
plementary to V, so that every z Ç CV is expressible in the form z = z\ + £2, 
where %\ G U, z2 6 V, and 21 ^ 0. Substituting into (4.3), we find that 
n(zi + z<>) = n(zi). Moreover, for every real a, n(az) = + fjt(z), where the 
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sign agrees with that of a. Hence M assumes all its functional values for z 
on the unit sphere in U. The proof is completed by recalling that a continuous 
function on a closed and bounded set in Euclidean space is bounded, and 
attains its supremum on that set. 

5. Solution of the first order problem. The way is now prepared for 

THEOREM 1. The problem is consistent if and only if the condition (4.5) of 
Lemma 3 is satisfied. Moreover, every consistent problem has a solution as 
follows: 

(a) in the trivial case u = 0, there is a unique solution g o ^ 0. 
(b) in the "degenerate case' V = Z, the problem is consistent only if u = 0. 
(c) in all other cases the function \n(z)\ has a positive supremum which is 

attained for some z £ CV. Let z0 be any such point, and let 

(5.1) Mo = M(*O), fo = ZQA"1. 

Then every solution has the property 

(5.2) Hgoll = |/io| 

and its components are uniquely determined on the sets 

(5.3) Jl= {t\t e J\ fo(0 ^ o } 

by the equivalences 

(5.4) g<!~Mo^/|foi. 

Thus each go1 is equal in absolute value to the constant |MO| almost everywhere on 
Jo V and the solution is unique if every J0

1 has the same measure as the corresponding 
J\ 

Proof. The problem is inconsistent if (4.5) is violated, for otherwise the 
inequality (4.1) provides an obvious contradiction. Now the result for case 
(b) follows, since (4.5) implies u = 0 when V — Z. And in view of Lemma 2, 
the result for case (a) is trivial. 

The rest of the proof deals with case (c), in which u ^ 0 and V ^ Z. 
Assuming that (4.5) is satisfied, we will construct a go Ç F that satisfies 
(3.3), (5.2), and (5.4). Then in view of Lemma 2, go G G, so (4.5) implies 
consistency. And by virtue of (4.4), go is also a solution. To show that the 
components of every solution satisfy (5.4), let gi be any other solution. Since 

W\ < W\ = kl 
almost everywhere on J0

i
1 there exists a vector e such that go1 — g\l ~ eolgol 

on each JV, where 0 < el < 2. Since go and g\ both satisfy (3.5), it follows 
that 

I to (go ~ gi) ds = MO 23 I rilril elds = 0. 
«/ i *J J 0 

Hence each el ~ 0, and g\ ^ go1 on JV-
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To construct g0, consider the vectors h G F and v d W defined by 

ii _ JMofoVlfol on Jl 
{ 0 elsewhere, 

If v = u, take go ~ h. H v 5* u, define a new problem with the same spaces W 
and Z but with w and J replaced by 

u' = u — i', 

/'* = r; - /o'. 
It is shown below that the inequality 

(5.5) \zu'\ < \m\$\S\j'ds 

holds for every z G Z, where / is the characteristic vector of J'. Then it is 
easy to check that the new problem falls under case (c), and that 

sup | / /0) | < IMO|. 
Moreover, the dimension of the new space V exceeds that of F, for V C V 
and 20 € V', while s0 $ F. 

The procedure just outlined may be repeated to give a sequence of problems, 
which terminates as soon as the condition v = u is satisfied. Termination 
occurs after at most n — d steps, where d is the dimension of the original V. 
For if the sequence continues until F is of dimension n — 1, then V = Z, 
and it follows from (5.5) that u' = u — v = 0. 

If hj denotes the vector h for the 7th step, it is easy to check that 

(5.6) go ~ ]C hj 
j 

has all the required properties. 
To prove (5.5), note first that 

(5.7) (20 + az) u/fjLo < J |f 0 + af I jds 

for every 2; and every real a. Keeping z fixed, consider the vector k and the 
sets La defined by 

A* = jVfoVlfolon/o*, 
I 0 elsewhere, 

L i = {/|* Ç /Unc i |€o| + <*&' < 0 | . 

Then on Jo' 

ifo; + «ri = ifoVifoidfoi + «f'foVifoi)i = iifo'i + «**i 
and on J'\ 

i^ + «ri = i«nf'i. 
Hence, if jo and la are the characteristic vectors of J0 and La respectively, 

(5.8) / |f„ + «flirfs = /[|fo| + ak)jds + \a\$\Ç\j'ds - 2/[|f„| + a*] /„ d.v. 
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Now in view of (3.1) and (3.6), 

zv = Jf (s) h(s) ds 

and, since Çh = Mo&jo, 
jkjads = ZV/MO 

Moreover, 
f\Ço\jods = f\Ço\jds = Zou/fjLo. 

Combining the last two equations with (5.8) and (5.7) and using the fact 
that 

0 < ~ [|fo| +ocki] < \akl\ onLl 

it follows that 
+ zu'/no < Jlrl fds + 2j\k\ la ds, 

where the sign agrees with that of a. 
For every monotone vanishing sequence {aj\, the corresponding sequences 

[IJaj] are non-decreasing, and the infinite products ^ Ll
aj contain only 

points at which the kl are infinite. Hence the measure of each Z/« vanishes 
with a. The proof is completed by taking the two limits a —» + 0 in the 
last inequality. 

6. Higher order systems. The theory is easily extended to cases in which 
the operator 2 is of higher order, by rewriting the given system in an equivalent 
first order form. The case of a single higher order expression provides an 
interesting illustration, in view of the special results obtained below. 

Taking n — 1, let 8 be replaced by the wth order operator 

where a is almost everywhere finite, and 1/a, the bjy and c are summable 
functions. ||8mx|| is to be minimized over all functions x such that 

(a) x and its first m — 1 derivatives are absolutely continuous, and assume 
given values at the endpoints of / . 

(b) ?mx is essentially bounded, and vanishes almost everywhere on / — Jln, 
where Jm is a given subset of positive measure. 

On taking 

J = y > , t=l,..., m 

this reduces to a first order problem in which n = m, all the J1 are empty 
except Jm = Jm, and the matrix A is diagonal, with unit diagonal elements 
except amm = a. Accordingly, the function ^ has the form 

\x(z) = zu/ I \zm/a\ ds 
•J Jm 

where the integral extends over Jfn. 
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It is shown below that for every z ^ 0 the component zm has no more than 
a finite number of zeros on / . Hence the set V consists of the single element 
z = 0, and the condition (4.5) is always satisfied. And if |/*| attains its supre-
mum at z0, the set 

J ? = {t\t G Jm, zm/a ^ 0 } 

differs from Jm by a set of measure zero. Thus we have 

THEOREM 2. For a single differential expression of the form (6.1) the problem 
is always consistent and has the unique solution 

)z™a/\znola\ on Jm, 
{ 0 on I — Jm. 

And except in the trivial case u — 0, the solution has a finite or infinite number of 
sign changes according as the factor a if) changes sign a finite or infinite number of 
times on Jm. 

Proof. Let z be any element of Z for which zm has an infinity of zeros on / . 
These zeros must have a limit point r £ / . We will show that if, for any j 
in the range m < j < 1, r is a common limit point of the zeros of each com
ponent zm, zm~l, . . . , z\ then r is also a limit point of the zeros of zj~l. Hence 
the zeros of every component have r as a common limit point. Since z is con
tinuous, it follows that every component vanishes at t — r, and hence that z 
vanishes identically. 

Now the adjoint equations 

zl - bt-iz
m + zl~l ~ 0, j < i < w, 

may be regarded as equations for (zj, . . . , zm) with the inhomogeneous term 
(zj~l, 0, . . . , 0). If zj, . . . , zm all vanish at t = r, it follows from the analog 
of (3.2) that 

zj(t) = - J kj(t1s)zj~\s)ds 

where kj is continuous in both its arguments, and &;(r, r) = 1. Hence, for 
sufficiently small |/ — r|, the continuous function zj~l must change sign between 
T and each zero of zj. This completes the proof. 
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